Because You Care

Centricity Perinatal Web Module gives you near real-time access to the fetal monitoring strip (FMS), including active and historical data and commenting/annotation functionality, anywhere the internet is available.

**Faster decisions. Better outcomes.**
We surveyed clinicians about their use of the CPN Web Module. They said its expanded set of historical data and on-the-go functionality allowed them to shift to a proactive approach to FMS monitoring. Here’s what respondents had to say:

**Responsiveness**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>42% Reduction in the time it takes to review an FMS¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**80+ Hours**

Average time saved per year in a labor and delivery unit using Centricity Perinatal¹.

“Centricity Perinatal Web is more stable and a lot nicer than our previous tool. Our physicians are really happy with it.”

“I can make a decision about a C-section prior to my arrival on L&D, using the CPN Web Module.”

“Our physicians watch most patients in real-time now via the CPN Web Module, whether in the hospital/office or at home.”

**Better Decision Making**

100% stated CPN Web Module positively impacted clinical outcomes by enabling physician to make decision on C-section prior to arrival at Labor and Delivery Unit¹.

70% Believe use of CPN Web Module increased confidence in clinical decision making¹.

Visit the Centricity Perinatal web page to learn more.